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Abstract 
The study has been carried out with the objectives to investigate the 

lifestyle and different migratory routes of the nomads. The data for this 

study has been obtained by using in-depth interviews in order to gather 

reliable data. This study revealed that nomads are vulnerable human 

groups since they have adopted to be nomads. Herds/livestock is their 

primary source of income and satisfaction of subsistence requirements. 

Being landless and homeless they migrate to different territories in 

search of grazing fields by following different migratory routes. Nomads 

have got different nomenclatures in different communities and have 

unique cultural norms and lifestyle. The sedentary lifestyle does not 

change their way of life. Being Muslim, they are religious and custodian 

of the religious beliefs. This study recommends that since this group is 

susceptible to various threats, therefore, their cultural and religious 

practices should also be protected. 
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Introduction 

Until 2000, there were an estimated 30-40 million of nomads in the 

world (Stacey, 2012). However, it is not sure whether these numbers 

have actually increased or decreased due to the unavailability of the 

statistic (Ibid).The term “Nomad” is derived from a Greek work 

“Nomos” mean pasture. It connotes a wandering pastoral community 

(Akhtar et al, 2013). They are people who don’t stay/live on permanent 

basis in a particular geographical area rather they move to and live 

where they found grazing field, water and other subsistence 
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(Suchinmayee, 2008). The nomads are known by different names i.e. 

Gujar, Bakarwal, Kadwalan (a pushto word) Changaryan, Kochyan 

(Persian Word), Ajar and Pawindaetc. This group of nomads is called 

Kochyan and likes to be called as Kochyan. These nomenclatures are 

given/ associated to nomads by different sedentary communities where 

the nomads stay on temporary basis.  

 

Nomadic behavior is relatively rare in industrialist countries and can be 

seen largely in agricultural economy (Akhtar et al, 2013). The 

contemporary nomads have inherited the life style from their ancestors 

(Ahmad, n.d). Their ancestors used migration from one place to another 

in search of gazing field and water. All the nomadic families have their 

distinct cultural values and have been passing from generation to 

generation (Guy, 2006).Though they have interaction with the local 

communities, however, they don’t allow the local culture to be dominant 

on their culture. The time period of their stay depend on the weather and 

season. They left their place of residence when they realized their stay is 

no more valuable to them and for their livestock. Owing to this reason 

they migrate seasonally from one place to another in order to find out a 

suitable place for their livestock grazing. For this, they use specific 

routes for migration from one place to another and stay on one place for 

no more than a few months.  

 

The group of nomads studied for this paper is a sub-tribe of Pakhtune 

and is temporally settled in Hari Chand (A village of District Charsada). 

This is a group of thirty (30) families. Nomads usually stay on disputed 

or barred communal land (Shamilat) and have to avoid staying closer to 

settled area and their crops. The land where this group is living is a 

disputed land andis the property of two influential families of Hari 

Chand. They are settled in this field from the last six years. They have 

not been living consistently here but have been migrated to different 

areas in different seasons and then come back to this particulars area 

after eight to nine months of migration. However, as soon as the issue is 

solved, the nomads are supposed to quit the land and will start search for 

another place to live. Being in minority the nomads are united and 

cohesive and have strong emotional attachment for each other. 
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Objectives of the Study 

This study has been carried out by keeping in consideration the 

following objectives by the researchers. 

1. To investigate the life style of the nomads. 

2. To know about the different migratory routes of the nomads. 

 

Methodology 

This study mainly focuses on the life style of the nomads. Though for in-

depth study and analysis of a population or community the ethnographic 

research is a best way specially to use participant observation, however, 

due to the time constraint it could not be possible for the researchers to 

do so. This is a qualitative study and in-depth interview has been used as 

an instrument in order to gather reliable data. The data has been 

collected from fifteen participants. Since the universe had thirty families; 

therefore this number could best represent the entire population. The 

respondents were interviewed when most of them were available near to 

their tents and some of them were gathered near their mosque after 

performing prayer. The participants did not show any reluctance while 

conducting interview. After gathering the data every theme and case has 

been explained and discussed thoroughly. 

 

Life Cycle of the Nomads 
 

Food 

Human being can’t survive without food. Since the group under study is 

a pakhtun tribe therefore they eat the normal food as is used by other 

pakhtun of the area. However, they also depend on milk and other food 

which is derived from milk (Stephen, 2006).  

 

“Da gadezamung da khurakywazareya da aomung da day napai, 

shomlayaomastakhwroaokalanakala da payonapaneraomatar hum 

jorawo”  (Muhammad, 50 years) 

 

“Sheep are the main source of or food as they give milk and milk is then 

processed for preparing cheese and butter”.   
 

The livestock is the fundamental source of their food and economy 

(Szuchman, 2009). There is concept of dependency as they support and 
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depend on each other for food satisfaction and even share livestock. 

They provide the person with the livestock who lack the same. Similarly 

support those who are economically not sound. They also serve each 

other in time of food shortage particularly during migration. They 

normally prepare their traditional dish called “Katagh” indaily food. 

Kataghis a type of dish which is made from wheat and vegetables and is 

considered to be the common dish of the nomads. Milk is their fairly 

routine diet and is a valued diet for the guest. Meat is usually reserved 

for special occasions like they don’t assassinate their sheep and goats in 

normal days. However, in Eid-ul-Azha they assassinate their goats and 

sheep for Qurbani and the meat is distributed among the nomads and 

also in the local community. 

 

The nomads lack their own land but some of the nomads have got good 

agricultural skills and they cultivated the lands of the local Khans and 

Malakson lease. On one hand such cultivation meets their food 

requirements and on the other hand they create a grazing field for their 

livestock.However, all of the nomads don’t cultivate the fields as some 

of the nomads visit the local bazaar and purchase the things they needed.  

 

Health 

The nomads are prone to many transferable seasonal diseases 

particularly their livestock is susceptible to numerous deleterious 

diseases during summer. Nomadic communities are seldom reached by 

health and often have limited, if any, access to quality health information 

and services (Stacey, 2012). However, they prefer to have their camp on 

walking distance from health facilities. The health issue has been a 

potential issue for them.   

 

“Hospatalwalazamungsarakhasaloknakai. Haghomung ta sarkari/free 

dawayane hum narakaiaona rata pa khastargagori. Mungsara da 

muqami khalq oghwande saloo knakaiao mungkhpaltoladawayee da 

baharclinkononarakhlo"(Ismaeel, 45 years) 

 

We are not treated with dignity and respect and they don’t provide us 

with free medicine. We are not treated like the local community and we 

purchase our medicine from the private clinics/shops. Health care 

services provided by the state are not usually used, mainly due to the 
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unsympathetic attitude of the health staff. The nomads prefer the 

services of private doctors because they feel that they would receive 

proper treatment on payment (Pant, 2004). Their children and women 

face numerous health problems and according to them health problems is 

the top most potential problem faced by them as participantNo 1 replied 

that: 

 

“Da hare masalesarakegikho the bemaraisaranakegi. Zama korwala da 

cancer da wajemra shave da. Zama dumra was nakaidochePekhawar ta 

me ilaj da para waray way” 

 

“We can all deal with each problem except the health problems. My wife 

had cancer and due to his poor economic status I couldn’t carry her to 

Peshawar for better and advanced treatment. One major cause of their 

migration is to protect themselves from the seasonal diseases and 

epidemics. 

 

Shelter 

Being prominent and well known for their unique life style, the nomads 

lack cemented and permanent houses. They have been landless and 

homeless and thus are living in temporary shelter normally in a 

tentwhich lack basic amenities i.e. electricity, safe drinking water and 

sanitation(Pant, 2004). They don’t spend more on their sheltersdue to 

their temporary residence. 

 

 “Munghase hum arazijwandterawo no mung ta da pohk kor jorawalo sa 

zarotay dy”. (Muhammad Said, 50 years) 

 

We live a temporary life everywhere so what is the need of a permanent 

and cemented house? They hardly live in the tent for a few months and 

sometimes even for a few weeks. During winter they migrated to hot and 

pleasant areas while in summer they shifted to cold and chilly areas. 

Details of has been given in next section of migration.  The livestock of 

the nomads lives in open places and don’t have any specific place having 

roof on it. 
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Economy 

Sheep, goat, buffalo, cow, donkeys and camel are the main herds and 

flocks of the nomads Economy is an important social institution of 

human society (Hughes and Kroehler, 2008). All humans have to do 

some job in order to satisfy their different needs. Nomads normally 

depend upon their livestock for the fulfillment of their economic needs 

(Akhtar et al, 2013). They sell either their sheep or sell sheep’s milk and 

other products derived from sheep’s milk. Similarly they also sometimes 

cultivate the land of the settled community. They have the concept of 

division of labor. Men are involved normally in rearing livestock and 

hard labor i.e. cultivating fields, working as laborer for earning 

livelihood etc. while women do their domestic chores. Women also help 

their man in rearing livestock. Women take care of children at home and 

prepare meal. Men also provide labor services to the near communities. 

They work as daily wagers in the fields of the sedentary population. 

Thus the local community is a source for their economic satisfaction. 

However, very few are involved in labor. 

 

 “Mung khalaq da cha mazdori nakawo, kala na kala pake sa kasan da 

local khanano karwaki. Mung ta pa khpalgadosatalo k gata we”. (Aagha 

Jan, 40 years) 

 

“We the nomads don’t like to be laborers however, some time some of 

us work for the local Khans while majority are interested in keeping 

their own sheep instead of working for others” 
 

Education 

Education is regarded a pre-requisite for human development. Though 

all of the participants of the study were illiterate however they wanted 

their offspring to be educated. The considered education is a best way to 

development. However they preferred religious education/ madrasa 

education over school and other modern education system. A few of the 

camp’s children were found moving to nearby government school.  

 

”Da de camp pa 250 mashomano k bailla pa khwaro 20 mashoman 

school ta zee ao nor da khpaloplaranosaragadaysarai. Da 

mashomanoplaran hum aksar da sabaqshouqyanna di”.  (Jandad, 55 

years) 
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“Hardly 20 out of 250 children of the camp are getting education in the 

nearby government primary school and the rest of the children help their 

parents in grazing livestock” 
 

Since they are the temporary inhabitants of the area therefore they are 

more interested in physical and material development rather than in 

school and education. Moreover, parents are found to be particularly 

busy in herd’s management and were not interested in their children 

education (Kratli, 2001). 

 

Relation with the Host/Sedentary Community 

 

The nomads, as a common observation, are not treated like the settled 

communities. They are not allowed to occupy even a land under the 

government jurisdiction; they can’t use the community well for water, 

and even their children are not well treated in schools. They are 

suspected and stranger to the locals. Hey are not trusted and nor they are 

well come in a new community.   

 

Though the nomads stay for a few months in a particular area however, 

still they have interaction with the settled community. For the sack of the 

satisfaction of some needs the nomads are normally dependent on the 

neighborhood. 

 

“lokalkhananzamungsaramaliimdad hum kaiaozamung pa harasakhta k 

pakrrazi. Mung da policanona hum khlasai. Zamung sara 

ghamaokhadikai”  (Zameen Khan, 55 years) 

 

“Local Khans support them economically and they have been shown 

their sympathy in every hard time. Similarly the Khans also solve their 

issues related to the police and police station and they participated in the 

rites of passage in the local community” 
 

The nomads have great concerns over the behavior of the local police. 

The regarded police as a threat for them as according to them, every day 

they are caught by the police for undue investigation. They viewed the 

police to be the corrupt people and they have to pay hundreds of 

thousands of rupees for the release of their dears and near.  
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“Police munga ba nahaqa tangawe eao kala rana card  ghwaria o kala 

rata wai che taso ghla kare da. Da police da yare da wajemungaksar 

bazaar ta hum na zoo”. (Hajat Khan, 40 years) 

 

“We are teased by the police without any wrong deed on their behalf. 

Police always ask about the cards and blamed them for theft and other 

wrong deeds” Owing to the unfair behavior and undue investigation of 

the police they normally don’t visit bazaar. 

 

Births 

Birth occasion is not openly celebrated among the nomads due to their 

cultural norms and tradition. They feel happy but this moment of 

happiness is not shared with other community people and is limited to 

that particular family only. The birth of male child is happy moment for 

his parents. After one week of the child birth they distribute some food 

among the neighbors.  

 

“Zaman da Allah niamat we aokhpalmoraoplarpa bodatobe k damakai, 

Harsarayghwarichezama d zwan wezakachelorda bal da kor we 

aozaman pa khpalkor we” (Muhammmad, 55 years) 

 

“Sons are blessing of God and that sons support their parents when they 

are too aged. Each man wants to have son as daughters has to shift to 

another house and the sons have to be at home” Among them, the birth 

of a sheep is also a movement of happiness and particularly when it is a 

female one. They usually wish to increase the size of their livestock 

which ultimately become a source of their economic productivity.   

 

Marriages 

Marriage is a source of reproduction in human societies (Hosseini, 

2000). The nomads have endogamous and patri-local forms of 

marriages. They prefer to get married within their own Khel (cast). The 

early marriages is a common trend among the nomads and normally all 

the girls and boys have got marriages in the age of 17 and 18 years. 

Since these nomads are basically Afghani therefore Walwar, (a cultural 

trait) is widely spread among them. They give their daughters to other 

nomads and get their price up to 20 and 30 lacks. The price of the girls 
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depends upon the beauty, tribe, skill and other good features of the girls. 

More the girl has good features more will be her price. 

 

“Mungkochyandairkhakhalaq you kho pa mungke da walwar da 

rasamdairkharabrasam day. Tar de pore che yeo ror da balrorna hum 

walwarakhli. Aochejenaisumrakhaista we no humra ye walwarzyat 

we”(Hayat, 70 years) 

 

“We the Kochyan are very gentle and good people but we have got a 

very worst culture of Walwar and this is so prevalent that even one 

brother must pay to his brother for the walwar and the amount of the 

walwar depend upon the beauty of the girl (bridle) the more the girl is 

beautiful more will be her price” 
 

Their marriages are not well sermonized rather they show very 

simplicity during their marriages.  

 

“Mung da walwarnaalawa pa wadadairekharchenakawo. 

Mungsirfkhpalkhpalwano la da rotaidawatwarkwo. Aonaway la 

samanmoraoplar da walwar pa rupokawi” (Hayat, 70 years) 

 

“Besides walwar, wedon’tspend on extra vagrancies. We invite our 

relatives and neighbors nomads for walima. Parents are liable to 

purchase the entire necessary luggage for their daughter (bridle) and they 

purchase all the things with the money of walwar. 

 

Deaths 

This community has a concept of Ror-Wali and helps each other in time 

of need. When a person dies in a family then all of the nomads shows 

their ror-wali and makes all the necessary arrangement for the funeral. 

During this period the suffered/effected family is not liable for any 

arrangement for themselves rather it is the whole nomadic community 

who makes arrangement for at leastthree days. All the members of the 

community gathered in a hujra (Khema) for three days and pray for the 

peace and rest of the deceased’s soul.  

 

“Zamungda khalqoyawakhasadirana da balkaymungkhalaqkhpalmari 

pa Jalal Abad (Afghanistan) Nasir BaghaoWarsak 
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(Peshawar)aoHaricahnd (Charsada) kekhakhawo. Kho 

mungzyatkhpalmari pa Nasir BaghPekhawarkekhakhawo” (Khan Zada, 

60 years) 

 

“We have no specific graveyard as we buried our dead bodies in 

different places i.e. in Jalal Abad (Afghanistan), Nasir Bagh, Warsak 

(Peshawar) and Harichand (Charsada). however, majority of them are 

buried in Nasir Bagh Peshawar. 

 

4.10. Religious Practices 

Religion is the belief in the existence of supernatural beings which have 

a governing effect on life (Selfe, 1993). Every group has some religious 

beliefs and practices which make them distinct from other ethnic groups. 

Being a tribe of pakhtun, this group is Muslim and was found to be 

religious minded. All of the group members perform their five times 

prayers in a mosque established in a tent. 

 

“Mungkhpaltolmunzona pa jumat k kawo, da dunyahasampati daaoka da 

cha dair mal day aoka da cha kam da harsapati di” (Awal Khan, 45 

years) 

 

“We offered all of their prayers in nearby mosque and this life is not 

perpetual and we are all supposed to leave this word. For Juma (Friday’s 

prayer) they used visit to the nearby community’s mosque.A small 

madrasa (a religious educational institution) was also established in the 

same mosque where the children of the nomads are taught by a member 

of the nomads. Similarly they have a religious leader responsible for the 

daily leading (Imamat) and the nomads contributed for his monthly 

salary. Awal Khan mentioned their community love Jehad and few of 

the community members had also fought (in Jehad) against the Soviet 

Union in Afghanistan in1980s. 

 

Leadership 

This group has no specific and elected leader but each and every group 

has its elder and that elder is considered to be their leader. The leader is 

responsible person in the group (Anthony, n.d) and is well familiar with 

the migration routes and local people. The nomad’s leader determines 

the points where they have to stay. Being the elder in the group, the 
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leader is well trained in livestock maintenance and keeping the nomads 

united. The leader is influential and all are supposed to listen and obey 

his order. He is committed to keep his group united and free of issues 

and challenges. He is foresighted and plan according to the changing 

condition of the weather. In order to keep solidarity among the nomads, 

he always has interaction with other nomads living in Afghanistan and 

other part of the regions.  

 

“Masharikawaldair gran kardykhozamungmasharandairhimatkaiao da 

khpalrewarao mal dairkhyal sati” (Hazrat Jan, 52 years) 

 

“Leading the nomads is very tough and difficult matter however, our 

leaders do hard work and do care of our assets” 
 

Leadership is transferred to the next elder after the deceased of the first 

one. Nomadic leadersare very rigid and reluctant to social change 

particularly when it is against their cultural norms.  They have cultural 

values and the leaders want to preserve these cultural values by adopting 

strict rules among nomads. He is the key person in all decision making 

and all are supposed to obey his order. 

 

4.12. Migratory Routes 

In summer season nomads migrated to hilly areas while in winter they 

moved to planed gazing land with the intention to be safe from the 

unhealthy and displeasure weather. The weather has potential impact 

both on the nomads and their livestock (Suchinmayee, 2008). However, 

all the nomads don’t leave the camp for migration rather some of their 

family members remain at camps. They migrated to a well determined 

and pre-planned place. However, while traveling they may face the 

problem of stay as the local community may not let them allowed to stay 

(Kratli, 2011).They keep in consideration the grazing field, water, 

bazaar, health facility, nearby community for their protection and 

easiness. Mr. Taj Muhammad. A fifty years nomad says: 

 

“Mungchekumzaydairaachawoo no da yeo so khaborokhyalsatochehalta 

k oba, bazaar, kalay, haspatalao da gado da saredozay we” (Taj 

Muhammad Khan, 50 years) 
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“Before stay in a place we have to observe and see few important things 

that whether the place has water, bazaar, near community, hospital and 

a grazing field or not” 
 

After confirmation of the aforementioned facilities they intend to adopt 

residence for no more than a few months. Taj Muhammad further said 

that: 

 

“Da zarorina da chemungkhamakha pa yeo zaydwadremyashtetaireko. 

Mung ta chekala hum patawolagichemung ta sa masala jorigi no 

mungkhpalakadachwatawoaomakhkezo” 

 

“It is not necessary or mandatory for them to spent two or three 3 

months of period on a specific locality rather when they realized that 

further stay can be harmful for them then they decide to leave the place 

and move to another place” 
 

They have specific migration routes which in the past had been used by 

their ancestors. They started migration from Hari Chand (Cahrsada) in 

the month of April and migrated to DirKohistan and Upper Swat. They 

move slowly and gradually and stay where they find the basic necessities 

i.e. food, water. Somewhere they also hire truck for their access to their 

final destination (Afzal et al, 2001). After being through different areas 

they reach to their final destination. (See Figure 1 for different routes). 

They live there until the snow ball is starts they depart by following their 

specific routes (normally the same routes) and returned to Hari Chand 

(Charsada) in the month of November to January. However, their stay 

don’t exceed from two to three months in a particular place. While they 

stay in Hari Chand for four to months i.e. from November to March as 

during this month all the hilly areas are full of snow and the grazing 

areas have no grazing fields. In Hari Chand (District Charsada is 

comparatively warm and where they could move to other parts of the 

province. 
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Figure. 1 Demonstrates different migratory routes of the nomads 

 

Note: The two small arrows which mean that the same route is used for 

coming back to Hari Chand which is the final destination of the nomads. 

Table 1. 

 

 

S. No 

 

Name of Area/ 

Location 

 

Total Period/ 

Duration 

Total Months of 

Stay 

1 Hari Chand November to  5 

2 Shabqadar  

 

             April 

 

 

 

1 

 

3 Ghalanai 

4 Gandhao 

5 Mir Ghat 

6 Bajuar  

 

              May 

 

 

 

1 

 

7 Loy Sum 

8 SorMor 

9 Kwar 
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10 Roz  

             June 

 

 

1 11 Gosum 

12 Timergara 

13 Danwa  

         July to August 

 

 

2 14 Khal 

15 Waria 

16 Bibyawar  

   September to 

October 

 

 

2 

 
17 Thal 

18 Jehaz Banda 

Table below reveal serial number being given to each area/location, 

period/duration and number of total months they spent. 

 

Sports and Recreation 

Almost all the residents of a particular community play some game 

((Murdock, 1998) i.e. cricket, football, volley ball and other traditional 

games. Owing to role of media and cultural changes, nomads’ 
youngsters were found while playing cricket.The elders regarded the 

sports as wastage of time and termed the radio to be a useful source of 

recreation.  

 

“Da Radio naalawa da tolelwabayfazol di. Da Radio faidedaire di 

zakachemungta da malk da halato hum patalagiaomungtrezan da 

musamna hum khabrawo”  (Aagha Jan. 55 years) 

 

“Radio is a useful recreation and other games are just the wastage of the 

time. Similarly radio keep us updated about the news and make us aware 

about the weather” Unlike the local community, the nomads don’t 
possess any modern electronic devices i.e. TV, dish, internet etc. They 

are more interested in increasing the size of the livestock. 

 

Conclusion 

Nomads are people having unique lifestyle and almost wholly solely 

dependent on their livestock for their economic and subsistence 

requirements. Four different khel (tribe) living in the camp under 

investigation they are NargwatKhel, Gulmatkhel, Sahib Khel, and Jan 

Khel. They are all the sub tribes of Ahmad Zai which is a major tribe of 

pakhtun. Their unique cultural norms and tradition make them distinct 
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from the rest of the pakhtun tribes. They are extremely religious minded 

and established mosque and madrasa near to their temporary residence. 

They are so religious that a few had been fought (in Jehad) against the 

Soviet Union in Afghanistan.They migrated to different part of the 

country in order to find the grazing fields and usually follow 

predetermined migratory routes and don’t reside for more than a few 

months in a particular territory. They are prone to various undesirable 

threats of life i.e. insecurity, food shortage, degraded migratory routes, 

epidemics and identity problem due to their strangeness with different 

territories and sedentary population.  

 

Recommendations 

Keeping in account the life cycle and various problems faced by the 

nomads, the researchers recommend some suggestions. The unique 

culture of the nomads should be protected by not imposing any 

restrictions by the neither by the state not by the sedentary communities. 

They should be permitted to visit and can stay everywhere in all the 

migratory routes. Similarly since this group is susceptible to various 

threats, therefore, their cultural and religious practices should also be 

protected. Other researchers are also suggested to conduct ethnographic 

researches on this unique and vulnerable group in order to highlight the 

real and actual life and problems faced by the nomads. 
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